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Enterphone 2000

Enjoy the luxury of a “No Phone Bill” building entry system.

No monthly telephone bill

Reduced vandalism

Convenience of answering lobby calls
from all telephones in a suite

System operates even if telephone
service is interrupted

Can be integrated with card access

systems

No reprogramming when tenants move

Built-in call-waiting

Remote programming

Electronic directories available

Emergency pulse open

Flush or surface mount

Coded keypad entry
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Added Security at Your Door . . .

Attract new tenants. Satisfy existing ones.
Today, more and more tenants are insisting that
their building offer a door entry system that pro-
vides the greatest possible security, privacy and
convenience. The Enterphone 2000 answers their
needs with a host of sophisticated features.

Exceptional voice quality
Enterphone’s advanced technology and superior
quality components result in conversations that
sound perfectly natural, allowing tenants to read-
ily identify the voice of people they know.

Telephone convenience
Visitors can be admitted from any phone in the
suite – touch tone or rotary. The resident does not
need to rent a telephone line from the telephone
company to use a phone to answer the outside
door, making the system available to even the
poorest of tenants.

Call Waiting
The Enterphone call-waiting feature allows the
resident to answer the door while talking on the
telephone. It does not use the telephone com-
pany system and therefore there are no tel-
ephone charges for call-waiting.

Distinctive Ring
A distinctive double ring indicates that a visitor is
at the door. The door can be unlocked by the
tenant simply by dialing a digit on their phone.

Privacy and security
To prevent callers knowing which apartment
they’re contacting, Enterphone 2000 allows you to
assign codes that are unrelated to the apartment
number. Suite codes can either reflect the actual
apartment number or can be completely random.

Coded keypad entry
Residents may enter using their personalized
keypad entry code. Entry codes may also be
assigned to trades people or other authorized
non-residents.

Access codes can be easily changed whenever
necessary. If a tenant moves out, you can enter a
new code at once. The keypad codes are
tamperproof: random code entry will result in
entry lockout.

Emergencies
In case of emergency, all lobby doors can be
pulsed to allow rescue personnel, such as fire-
fighters unrestricted entry.

Managers and Owners Enjoy
Greater Benefits.

Easy to install
The Enterphone can be quickly and easily in-
stalled in old and new buildings.

No extra wires need to be run to each apartment
and only one cable is needed between the en-
trance panel and the control panel in the tel-
ephone room.

For increased security, the Enterphone 2000 can
be equipped with an optional built-in camera.

With the optional built-in camera, tenants can easily view visitors
on a dedicated television channel or video phone.
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The Classic -- with speakerphone

The Centurion --
with speakerphone

The Marquis --
with speakerphone

The Marquis EDU --
with speakerphone

The Crusader D  --
with speakerphone

The Crusader N  --
with speakerphone

The Elektra 2  --
with speakerphone

The Elektra 4  --
with

speakerphone

The Elektra 8  --
with speakerphone

The Elektra 48V  --  with
speakerphone

Entrance panels are designed to be surface
mounted, requiring no structural changes to the
wall.

No reprogramming
Since Enterphone is directly connected to each
resident’s phone line, the system does not rely on
telephone numbers and therefore, does not need
to be reprogrammed when residents move or
change phone numbers.

No telephone line rental
You do not need to rent a telephone line from the
telephone company. Enterphone uses the internal
telephone wiring and not the telephone compa-
ny’s external lines. Therefore, no monthly line
rental need be paid.

No message unit charges
Message unit charges are either in your area now
or your telephone company is considering intro-
ducing them. Message unit charges are based on
the number of calls you make. The Enterphone
does not use the telephone company’s lines;
therefore, there are no message unit charges for
the building owner or the apartment resident.

Independent of telephone service
Even if the telephone lines coming into your
building are cut or damaged, the Enterphone
system continues to provide door security.

Optional off-premises calling
By adding a phone line, up to 10 outside num-
bers can be called from the entrance panel,
allowing quick and easy calling to off-site building
managers, sales offices or emergency services.

Security coding
Service personnel can be given access through a
temporary “service code”, eliminating the need to
provide them with a key.

Vandal resistant
The Enterphone entrance panel is constructed of
heavy gauge steel with a baked on epoxy finish
that makes it highly resistant to fire, chemicals
and scratching. The keypad is recessed and
there are no protruding parts that can be broken
or jammed.

Reliable servicing
The Enterphone 2000 is maintained by an au-
thorized dealer network, so you’re assured of the
highest quality servicing at all times.

Looks to please . . .

Many styles to choose from
The Enterphone 2000 comes in a range of Basic
and Electronic styles to suit your architectural
tastes and budget. Please refer to the separate
panel brochures or the Viscount website for
additional details.

The Slimline --
with

speakerphone
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S P E C I F I C A T I O N S

For more information or specifications on Enterphone 2000,
contact:

Viscount Systems Inc.
4585 Tillicum Street

Burnaby, B.C., Canada  V5J 3J9
Telephone: (604) 327-9446  Toll Free: 1-800-476-3774

Facsimile: (604) 327-3859

E-mail: sales@viscount.com  Website: http://www.viscount.com

Represented by:

Connection to Network: RJ71C OR CA71

Operation Temperature: 0o-50o C / 32o-120o F

Relative Humidity: 5% to 95%, non-condensing

Common Control Unit Specifications:

Power Requirements: 115-120 VAC grounded outlet

Power Consumption: 160 watts

How It Works . . .

The Enterphone 2000 works independently from the telephone
company. Visitors enter a 1 to 4 digit code at the entrance panel.
The code can be the actual suite number or randomized to ensure
privacy.

The call is directed from the entrance panel, through the common
control equipment and up to the tenant’s telephone. The tenant
hears a special double ring and can unlock the entrance by dialing a
digit on any phone.

The tenant does not need to rent a telephone line from the tel-
ephone company. Enterphone uses the internal telephone wiring
and not the telephone company’s external lines. It even provides
built-in call-waiting to alert the tenant to the visitor’s call if they are
on the telephone.

EP2000 entrance panel -- up to 18 panels per system.

EP2000 common control --
located in telephone room.

Telephone jack
(RJ71US/CA71CAN)
--1 per 12 suites
--located in telephone room

Tenant telephone


